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Relational Data Server (RServe)

1.1 Background
A relational database adaptor makes data from a relational DBMS available in
XML. It works by querying the database and formatting the report from the
relational DBMS as XML. A relational data server is a database adaptor
combined with a web server. RServe is a relational data server consisting of web
application for generating XML reports from relational queries and loading
relational data using XML.

1.2 Usage

1.2.1 Specifying URL Requests
The API to a relational data server may be specified using URL requests. These
are described in this section before delving into the internals of RServe.

RServe allows for read-only access of relational data via URLs. A servlet is called
with parameters such as the table name, constraints on the columns, and the
relational database account to be accessed. An alternative implementation would
allow for specifying a SQL statement as part of the URL.

Some example URLs for RServe are

• http://127.0.0.1/servlet/org.xwdb.xmldb.rserve.XMLServlet?tablename=comp
any -- which retrieves all the records in the "company" table.

• http://127.0.0.1/servlet/org.xwdb.xmldb.rserve.XMLServlet?tablename=comp
any&stylesheet=/ss/generic_table.xsl -- which retrieves all the records in the
"company" table, then formats the data using the stylesheet
http://127.0.0.1/ss/generic.xsl.

• http://127.0.0.1/servlet/org.xwdb.xmldb.rserve.XMLServlet?tablename=comp
any&id=12 -- which retrieves the record in the "company" table with id equal
to "12".

• http://127.0.0.1/servlet/org.xwdb.xmldb.rserve.XMLServlet?tablename=comp
any&stylesheet=/ss/generic_table.xsl&name=Acme -- which retrieves the
record from the "company" table with name equal to "Acme", then formats the
data using the stylesheet http://127.0.0.1/ss/generic.xsl.

There are three main components of the URL: the base, the stylesheet, and the
query. The base refers to the servlet (or cgi-script) that provides the data service,
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in this case the RServe servlet installed on whatever machine the URL requests
(as specified by the reserved IP address for localhost 127.0.0.1). The optional
stylesheet specifies the XSL stylesheet that should be used to translate the XML
to HTML for the browser. The stylesheet and query can occur in any order.

The base is something like

• http://127.0.0.1/servlet/org.xwdb.xmldb.rserve.XMLServlet?

• http://mymachine/servlet/org.xwdb.xmldb.rserve.XMLServlet?
with the trailing "?".

The stylesheet is "stylesheet=/ss/generic_table.xsl". The stylesheet may also be
omitted in a browser, and the default stylesheet for the browser will be used. This
will usually show the text and tags of the XML document.

The query is built up from the tablename and column names and the individual
name-value pairs are separated by “&”.

To retrieve all the records in a table, the query “tablename=<table>” (where
<table> is the name of the table). To retrieve a specific entry in the table with a
specified id “tablename=<table>&id=<id>” is used. Any column name can be
used as part of the query.

In addition, the data server has a facility for specifying the DBMS account to use.
The name-value pair “acct=<user>/<password>@<instance>”. Any database in
the DBMS may be accessed through the URL. For example:

• http://127.0.0.1/servlet/org.xwdb.xmldb.rserve.XMLServlet?tablename=dept&
stylesheet=/ss/generic_table.xsl&acct=scott/tiger@ORCL

A couple of other things happen when creating the URL. When using HTML
forms, a parameter name such as “Submit” is filled in automatically. The
"Submit" parameter is ignored by the data server. URLs are encoded for reserved
characters using their hexadecimal ASCII representation or another key, so for
example, “/” is encoded “%2F” and spaces are encoded with “+”. An actual URL
generated by a HTML form looks like

• http://127.0.0.1/servlet/org.xwdb.xmldb.rserve.XMLServlet?tablename=comp
any&stylesheet=%2Fss%2Fgeneric_table.xsl&name=Acme&Submit=Find+c
ompany

This is equivalent to

• http://127.0.0.1/servlet/org.xwdb.xmldb.rserve.XMLServlet?tablename=comp
any&stylesheet=/ss/generic_table.xsl&name=Acme
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1.2.2 Creating a SQL Query
The relational data server uses the parameters of the URL to build a SQL
statement. For example, a request for the contents of a table may be built by
adding the value of the "tablename" parameter to the following template:

select * from <tablename>

More complex queries can be built incrementally by adding column constraints as
a “where” clause, sorting constraints as an “ORDER BY” clause, and the columns
to be displayed as part of the select statement as:

select <report columns> from <tablename>
where <conditions>
order by <sort constraint>

Much of the functionality of a SQL statement can be encoded as a URL, though
the "where" conditions require a little more creativity. Because the name/value
pair must be separated by an “=” sign, the other operations may be encoded by
pre-pending the operation to the value. For example:

...&partno=1234&quantity=20&... (quantity equal 20)

...&partno=1234&quantity=<20&... (quantity less than 20)

...&partno=1234&quantity=<=20&... (quantity less than or equal
20)

1.2.3 XSL-Based User Interfaces
XSL-based user interfaces can be used to generate HTML. This section introduces
XSL stylesheets, describes how to render an XML document as a table or record,
and explains how to expand those depictions with drill-downs, proxies, and
customizations.
XML with XSL is useful particularly when the presentation of the data needs to
vary based on the client. For example, you might use different style sheets to take
advantage of features of different web browsers, or you can use XSL to generate
another markup language, such as WML for cell phones or other wireless devices.

1.2.3.1 Rendering XML as a Table
XML may be rendered as a table using an XSL stylesheet as shown in DXD
Figure 7-1. The example stylesheet document in DXD Example 7-2 renders as a
table an XML document of elements with a table-like subelement structure.

The stylesheet document in DXD Example 7-2 consists of the XML header and
an XSL stylesheet element. The stylesheet element consists of an attribute that
defines the namespace as the version used by XSLT and two templates as
subelements. An output element is defined as part of the stylesheet to specify
HTML output syntax. The first template is executed at the root of the source
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document (denoted by the slash “/” character), and the second template is
executed when it matches any element with the element type name “collection”.
These sections are outlined here:

<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<xsl:stylesheet version="1.0"

xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform">
<xsl:output method="html"/>
<xsl:template match="/">
...

</xsl:template>
<xsl:template match="collection">
...

</xsl:template>
</xsl:stylesheet>

The root template creates an HTML table by interspersing HTML and XSL
commands. The “xsl:” namespace prefix distinguishes the XSL commands from
the HTML commands. The root template is:

<xsl:template match="/">
<TABLE STYLE="border:1px solid black">

<TR STYLE="font-weight:bold; text-decoration:underline">
<xsl:for-each select="collection/*[1]/*">

<TD>
<xsl:value-of select="name()"/>

</TD>
</xsl:for-each>

</TR>
<xsl:apply-templates />

</TABLE>
</xsl:template>

To understand the template, examine it by looking at the HTML code and the
XSL code separately. The HTML code is

<TABLE STYLE="border:1px solid black">
<TR STYLE="font-weight:bold; text-decoration:underline">

For each column name,
<TD>

The name of the column goes here.
</TD>

</TR>
</TABLE>

The HTML commands create a “TABLE” with a particular style and create the
first row in the table (again with a particular style). The row consists of a
collection of element type names that become the names of the columns.

The XSL code is
<xsl:template match="/">

<xsl:for-each select="collection/*[1]/*">
<xsl:node-name />

</xsl:for-each>
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<xsl:apply-templates />
</xsl:template>

The XSL code is a valid template that without the HTML commands would
present the table header as plain text. The template body consists of a “for-each”
statement that iterates the names of the columns (intuitively referred to as
“collection/*[1]/*”) and an “apply-templates” command that applies any matching
templates in the stylesheet at that point (in this case, the “collection” element is
executed, emitting the rest of the rows).

The names of the columns are extracted from an XML document such as:
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<collection>
<GENE>

<NAME>PDE1</NAME>
<DESCRIPTION>PHOSPHODIESTERASE</DESCRIPTION>
<PATHWAY>PURINE METABOLISM</PATHWAY>

</GENE>
<GENE>

<NAME>PTR2</NAME>
<DESCRIPTION>SMALL PEPTIDE PERMEASE</DESCRIPTION>
<PATHWAY>TRANSPORT</PATHWAY>

</GENE>
</collection>

The “collection/*[1]/*” pattern consists of three parts. The entire path refers to an
element at the third level of depth in the element tree. Each part refers to an
element (or elements) and the slash "/" means to match the next part against the
children of the already selected element (or elements). The three parts are:

1. Match the element type “collection”.

2. Match the first child of that element, denoted by “/*[1]”. Literally, of all the
children of that element, choose the one that is first in sibling order.

3. Match all children of that element, denoted by “/*”.

Thus, the first step matches:
<collection>
...

</collection>

The second step matches:
<GENE>

<NAME>PDE1</NAME>
<DESCRIPTION>PHOSPHODIESTERASE</DESCRIPTION>
<PATHWAY>PURINE METABOLISM</PATHWAY>

</GENE>

The third step matches the three elements:
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<NAME>...</NAME>
<DESCRIPTION>...</DESCRIPTION>
<PATHWAY>...</PATHWAY>

Those three elements are iterated over by the “for-each” command and each
element type name is extracted using the “node-name” command resulting in the
column headings: “Name”, “Description”, and “Pathway”.

The second template in the stylesheet is actually a little simpler. It is:
<xsl:template match="collection">

<xsl:for-each select="*">
<TR>

<xsl:for-each select="*">
<TD>

<xsl:value-of select="." />
</TD>

</xsl:for-each>
</TR>

</xsl:for-each>
</xsl:template>

The HTML code emits a single row for each element in the collection:
For each element in the collection,

<TR>
For each subelement (i.e., column element),

<TD>
Value of the character data in the column goes here.

</TD>
</TR>

The XSL code is two nested “for” loops:
<xsl:template match="collection">

<xsl:for-each select="*">
<xsl:for-each select="*">

<xsl:value-of select="." />
</xsl:for-each>

</xsl:for-each>
</xsl:template>

The outer “for-each” loop matches all of the elements in the collection, denoted
by “*” in the select attribute. For the gene collection example, the loop matches
each of the “gene” elements, including the one already used by the root template
to extract the column names:

<GENE>
...

</GENE>
<GENE>

...
</GENE>
<GENE>

...
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</GENE>

The inner “for-each” loop matches all of the elements within the “gene” element,
for example:

<NAME>PDE1</NAME>
<DESCRIPTION>PHOSPHODIESTERASE</DESCRIPTION>
<PATHWAY>PURINE METABOLISM</PATHWAY>

The “<xsl:value-of select="." />” command emits the text value of the current
node, in effect, the character data between the start and end tags. The current node
is denoted by the ".". In this example, the values that are matched in the loop are:
“PDE1”, “PHOSPHODIESTERASE”, and “PURINE METABOLISM”.

The entire stylesheet in DXD Example 7-2, when processed with the example
data in DXD Example 7-3, results in the HTML given in DXD Example 7-4.

1.2.3.2 Rendering XML Fragment as a Record
In addition to the table-oriented view of the data, it can be useful to present a
record-oriented view when the collection of data contains only one record, or
when the user wishes to examine a row of the table in more depth. A record-
oriented presentation is especially useful if the table presentation is significantly
wider than what the browser can display.

An XSL fragment to create the record presented in DXD Figure 7-2 is given in
DXD Example 7-5. To determine whether a collection has more than one element
in the IE5 version of XSL, a test is done to see if a second child exists “<xsl:when
test="*[1]">”. The children are numbered beginning with 0, so the second child is
at position 1. The XSLT version has a function, called count, to count the number
of children, and XSLT begins number children with "1". The XSLT version of the
fragment in DXD Example 7-5 is given in DXD Example 7-6.

1.2.3.3 Rendering Identifiers and Proxies as Hypertext Links
When records in a database have a unique identifier, that identifier may be
presented to the user as part of the table to allow for selection and display of only
the data in that record. In the stylesheet of DXD Example 7-7, the identifier is
assumed to be an “ID” attribute of the corresponding element and is presented as
the first column in the table. The stylesheet can be modified to create a hypertext
link for the identifier that retrieves the complete record from the database, such as
is shown in DXD Figure 7-3. The XSLT version of the stylesheet is in DXD
Example 7-8.

The hypertext link to extract a record for a unique identifier is a special case of
using drill-down. Drill-down is a mechanism to examine some part of a collection
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of data in more detail. Drill-down is useful when more data is available than can
be presented in a two-dimensional table.

When a document has many levels of embedded elements, it may be wasteful to
send all the levels to the user interface, especially if the display presents only the
topmost element. A proxy element may be used, which substitutes for an XML
fragment and contains enough information to retrieve that fragment if needed. For
a relational database, the name of the table and a primary key value are sufficient.
For an XML database, a unique fragment identifier is used.

A proxy may be expanded by an application while rendering the data in the user
interface by retrieving the appropriate fragment as needed. An HTML browser
provides a easy mechanism through hypertext links where the user can drill-down
into the information contained by the proxies. For example, the XML element

<proxy tablename="exper_result" id="1024"/>
may be transformed using the following XSL stylesheet template into a hypertext
link:

<xsl:template match="proxy">
<xsl:element name="a">

<xsl:attribute
name="href">http://127.0.0.1/org.xwdb.xmldb.rserve.XMLServlet?t
ablename=<xsl:value-of select
="@tablename"/>&amp;id=<xsl:value-of
select="@id"/>&amp;stylesheet=http://127.0.0.1/ss/generic.xsl

</xsl:attribute>
<xsl:value-of select="@id"/>

</xsl:element>
</xsl:template>

The template creates an HTML element with element type name “a” and one
attribute “href” to create a hypertext link with text value being the value of the
“ID” attribute of the proxy. The HTML has the sections for the base URL,
tablename, ID, and stylesheet arguments. The “&amp;” encoding is translated to
the “&” character and the resulting HTML (with line breaks added to be more
readable) looks like this:

<a href="http://127.0.0.1/org.xwdb.xmldb.rserve.XMLServlet?
tablename=_________&id=_______________&
stylesheet=http://127.0.0.1/ss/generic.xsl">
id goes here as text
</a>

The HTML results in hypertext links being displayed in the web browser.

The XSL stylesheet in DXD Example 7-9 emits an HTML table with proxies and
drill-down.

1.2.3.4 Varying Presentation Based on Content
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The stylesheet in DXD Example 7-10 provides a record presentation when there is
exactly one record in the collection and a tabular presentation when more than
one record is in the collection. It also supports the use of proxies.

One of the advantages of using XSL stylesheets with the XML is that customized
presentations may be used in addition to the generic rendering. The information in
an element may be sufficient to render the data in a graphical form, to plot the
data, or to augment the data with additional queries or functionality.

One way to augment the XML is to create an alternative rendering for elements
with a specific tag. For example, the presentation of the individual record in the
generic stylesheet in DXD Figure 7-2 may be appended with choices based on the
element type name of the element to create HTML forms that provide additional
functionality via CGI programs. For example, the following XSL fragment can be
used to add a comment to an experimental result:

<xsl:choose>
<xsl:when test="EXPER_RESULT">
<form action="/cgi-bin/add_comment" method="POST">

<hidden name="tablename" value="EXPER_RESULT" />
<xsl:element name="hidden">

<xsl:attribute name="name">id</xsl:attribute>
<xsl:attribute name="value">

<xsl:value-of select="EXPER_RESULT/@id"/>
</xsl:attribute>

</xsl:element>
<textarea name="comment" rows="5" cols="60">
</textarea>
<p>
<input type="submit" name="Submit" value="Add comment to

Experimental Result"/>
</p>

</form>
</xsl:when>

</xsl:choose>

The resulting display is shown in DXD Figure 7-4.

Additional information can be added to the display based on information in the
database. In addition to CGI scripts, additional information from the schema may
be included. For example, the drill-downs based on a foreign key constraint in a
relational database provide a link to a detail table, which provides additional
information on the value in the current table. Foreign key constraint can be
followed in the opposite direction to provide information on tables that refer to
the current entry. For example, an employee database in a company may have
many tables supporting a variety of applications that refer to the employee ID as a
foreign key constraint. The “drill-up” information can be used to examine the
applications in which a employee is participating, even if the participating
application was developed after the current one was implemented. In a biology
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database, the gene table may be referred to by several other components of the
database and browsing the “drill-up” information can illuminate previously
unknown relationships.

1.2.4 Commands
The following arguments can be passed to RServe. They may be passed as servlet
arguments, taglib fields, or calls to Java method dispatchArg.

name value

tablename name of relational table to query

id id value

acct database connect string to use

depth maximum depth in the tree to render (each level requires
additional db access)

elementname name of record element (default is name of table)

xmlfragement returns fragment instead of document if set to any value, such as
“1”

stylesheet embed in document as stylesheet

reportargs list of columns that use used to generate the report (comma-
delimited)

orderby order of columns (subelements) in document

constraintstr use as where clause of SQL String

sqlstring use the SQL String

all other args are used to build where clause of SQL string

submit ignored (makes using HTML forms easier)

1.2.5 Constraints
To make use of the SQL operators while being compatible with the HTTP
GET/POST syntax, the constraints passed to RServe may have operations
embedded in them.

The following operations are supported at the beginning of the constraint string.

• Comparison operators: <,>,<=,>=,!=
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• LIKE operator: Either “%” or “*” may be used as a wildcard. In addition, “%”
or “*” may appear at the end of the constraint string.

Because the HTTP and taglib APIs take the parameters as Strings and the DBMS
distinguishes Character data from Numeric data, it is sometimes necessary to
convert between Strings and Numeric data. Oracle DBMS automatically converts
Character data and Numeric data as needed, but IBM DB2 does not do any
conversion and does not allow for a number to be quoted, so the following
operations may be necessary:

• Quote operator: “’” (single quote) ensures that the constraint will be quoted
when passed to the DBMS as part of the SQL string.

• Evaluate operator: “@” that the constraint will not be quoted when passed to
the DBMS as part of the SQL string.

Rather than require the developer to distinguish every conversion the following
default type conversion rules are utilized by RServe (unless overridden by the
previous operators):

• If the value being passed is a number, then do not quote it.

• If the value being passed is a string, then quote it.
In practice, the only time the quote and evaluate operations are needed is:

• If passing in a function, such as sysdate() or substr, use the evaluation
operator.

• If a DB2 field is Character data, but a number is a valid entry, then use the
Quote operator.

1.3 Examples

1.3.1 Gene Query
The following query lists all the genes in a “GENE” table with species “Homo
sapiens” and orders the result by “name”.

<xmldb:simplecmd name="RDB">

<xmldb:field name="tablename">GENE</xmldb:field>

<xmldb:field name="species">Homo sapiens</xmldb:field>

<xmldb:field name="orderby">NAME</xmldb:field>

</xmldb:simplecmd>
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1.3.2 Oracle Test Query
The following query works with the default database supplied by Oracle.

<xmldb:simplecmd name="RDB">

<xmldb:field name="acct"

>jdbc:oracle:thin:scott/tiger@127.0.0.1:1521:ORCL</xmldb:fi
eld>

<xmldb:field name="tablename">EMP</xmldb:field>

<xmldb:field name="ename">ALLEN</xmldb:field>

</xmldb:simplecmd>

The following query retrieves a list of all tables in the database from the Oracle
system table.

<xmldb:simplecmd name="RDB">

<xmldb:field name="tablename">syscat.columns</xmldb:field>

<xmldb:field
name="reportargs">tabschema,tabname,colname,colno,typename,length
</xmldb:field>

<xmldb:field name="tabschema"><%=schemaName%></xmldb:field>

<xmldb:field name="tabname"><%=tabName%></xmldb:field>

<xmldb:field name="orderby">colno</xmldb:field>

</xmldb:simplecmd>


